
 
 
 

Questions and Answers No. 1 
Request for Application #16-01 

Connector Entity Grants for Navigator Services FY 2017 
March 17, 2016 

 

Ladies/Gentlemen: This list of questions and responses is being issued to clarify certain information 
contained in the above referenced RFA. Nothing in MHBE’s response to these questions is to be 
construed as agreement to or acceptance by the MHBE of any statement or interpretation on the part of 
the applicant. 

 
1.  QUESTION: If desired by the designated CE, is fixed quarterly billing an option within FY17? 
 
Response: No 
 
2.  QUESTION: If an organization has a federally-approved indirect rate which is higher than the 
10% cap cited on p.22 of the RFA, will MHBE accept the federal rate (provided that the applicant 
provides proof of the federally-approved rate)? 
 
Response: No.  Please see Amendment 1 to RFA; no separate line item for indirect costs should be 
included as all costs should be reflected in the budget as direct costs 
 
3. QUESTION: On page 7 of the RFA, Section F. Activities, #1, MHBE states that eligible entities 
must “Ensure all Navigators employed or engaged are properly trained and certified, as required under 
COMAR 14.35.02 et seq., including meeting annual and continuing education requirements.” Could you 
please elaborate on what these annual and continuing education requirements entail, including 
information on who will provide these trainings, how many are required per Navigator per year, what 
trainings will meet this requirement, and how compliance of this requirement will be documented.  
 
Response: Annual training requirements are met by the completion of a self-directed Policy training and 
assessment developed by MHBE and located on the State LMS Hub, which needs to be completed each 
year prior to the first day of open enrollment (in 2016, prior to November 1).  8 hours of continuing 
education (CE) credits are also required each year.  CE credits may be met through offerings provided by 
the MHBE or the MIA.  MHBE’s training department will document compliance with this requirement. 
 
4. QUESTION: Is the LOI (the optional Letter of Intent to Respond) due on March 18th a binding 
document?  
 
Response: No. However, please note that the Partnership of Entities Letter of Intent. Attachment B to the 
RFA, is a different document that must be submitted with the application and shall be incorporated into 
the binding agreement. 
 



 
 
5. QUESTION: On page 20 of the RFA, Table 1 provides various enrollment goals for each region. 
Can you please confirm that these enrollment goals will account for the all completed enrollments in the 
region by any source (e.g., call center, broker, or Navigator), and not solely a result of the direct 
enrollments facilitated by a Connector Entity’s Navigators?   
 
Response: Yes, confirmed. 
 
6. QUESTION: On page. 22 of the RFA, under Required Budget line items, Salary, MHBE states: 
“Staff salaries may be split between programs, but must participate in Connector program activities at the 
rate of 50% or more of an FTE. Certified staff who are not 100% supported by Connector grant funds 
should not be funded through any other related government program, such as Medicaid.” Firstly, can you 
please provide a definition of “certified staff”? Does this only include Navigators/Assisters, or does it also 
include program management staff and other non-Navigator/Assister staff roles? Secondly, can you 
please provide more clarity regarding what a “related government program” is? Would this preclude an 
applicant from partially funding a Navigator with any other federal funds, even if the applicant has a clear 
plan to ensure non-supplantation of federal funds? 
 
Response: Certified staff means Navigators/Assisters.  Non-certified program staff may be split between 
programs, but each non-certified staff must participate in Connector Program activities at the rate of 50% 
or more of an FTE.  A related government program is any program which funds outreach or enrollment 
activities related to health care coverage.  An applicant may not partially fund a Navigator with funds 
from a related government program 
 
7.  QUESTION Will Assisters continue to be certified staff under the Connector Entity program?  

Response:  Assisters may continue until natural expiration of certification period.  

8. QUESTION:  Can a producer participate in the Connector Entity program? 

Response:  A producer may not be either a prime entity or any of the entities that makes up a Connector 
Entity through a partnership of entities. 

9. QUESTION:  Will questions be posted on the website anonymously? 

Response:  Yes. 

10.  QUESTION:  Will the questions be posted as received?   

Response: Yes, Questions and Answer documents will be posted to the website on a rolling basis.  

11.  QUESTION: Are carry-over funds allowed?  



 
 
Response:  The current year 3 agreement allows use of carry-over funds to the extent specified in the year 
3 agreement. The new grant agreement, however, does not permit Connector Entities to carry over funds 
from one grant period for activities occurring in subsequent grant periods.  

12. QUESTION:  Does submission of a letter of intent entitle the submitter to an email when updates 
are posted on the website? 

Response:  No.  Applicants should check the website regularly. 

13.  QUESTION: Can the split Capital Region be renamed to Capital North (Montgomery County) 
and Capital South (Prince George’s County)? 

Response: Yes, please see Amendment 1 to the RFA.  
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